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This report has not been licensed to any printer manufacturer, 
distributor, dealer, sales rep, RIP company, media or ink company 
to distribute. So if you obtained this from any company, you have 
a pirated copy.

Also, since this report is frequently updated, if you got your 
version from somewhere else, it may be an obsolete edition. 
FLAAR reports are being updated all year long, and our comment 
on that product may have been revised positively or negatively as 
we learned more about the product from end users.

To obtain a legitimate copy, which you know is the complete 
report with nothing erased or changed, and hence a report 
with all the original description of pros and cons, please obtain 
your original and full report straight from www.large-format-
printers.org.

Your only assurance that you have a complete and authentic 
evaluation which describes all aspects of the product under 
consideration, benefits as well as deficiencies, is to obtain these 
reports directly from FLAAR, via 
www.wide-format-printers.NET.

http://www.large-format-printers.org
http://www.large-format-printers.org
http://www.flaar.org.
http://www.wide-format-printers.net
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Every country has a slightly different arrangement for distributors. In Brazil 
there are three to five really large distributors. For example, Sign Supply 
has about 70 dealers around the country.

Efi VUTEk and Rastec printers are handled by another large distributor.

We show Sign Supply since we have the most experience with them. 
We see their owner or personnel in expos around the world, plus FLAAR 
Reports has visited the main office Sign Supply in Sao Paulo.

The TRENDs level reports will show all the other distributors (all together 
there will be about five additional FLAAR Reports on this Brazil expo; you 
can order them by writing to FrontDesk “at” FLAAR.org and indicate full 
name for the invoice. Payment is by wire transfer. We then send the full-
color report(s).

What FLAAR Reports will record:

Distributors:

1

Sign Supply Team.
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LED-curing is also gradually entering here in Brazil. 
But the grand format UV-cured printers are still using 
mercury arc lamps.

If you need to see dozens and dozens of brands, then 
the place is Guangzhou expos or Shanghai expo. If 
you prefer to see the brands offered specifically in 
Brazil, you have this experience at the Serigrafia Sign 
expo.

We tend to show brands where we have experience 
in their factory, such as efi VUTEk and Dilli.

Normally people feel confident in UV-cured printers 
made in North America, Europe, and Japan. Thus it 
was interesting when a printshop owner came up 
to introduce himself and explain the five months 
of headaches that he had with his new dedicated 
flatbed printer. So buying a half-million dollar printer 
is no guarantee that your printer will function, and 
evidently no guarantee that repairs will be made 
promptly.

I do not know whether the issues result from 
manufacturer or a local distributor, but what I was 
told by the printshop owner was a very similar set 
of problems to what two other printer owners (of 
the same brand but different model of flatbed) told 
me four years ago, in many aspects relative to the 
Toshiba Tec heads failing. Yet the distributor said 
the problems were potentially within the printshop. 
The manufacturer pretended that the printer and 
printheads were not to blame.

UV- cured printers:

Vutek GS3250r at Alphaprint booth.

Also worth pointing out that the Toshiba Tec 
heads may have been one of the problems (with 
two other printshops it was also their Toshiba Tec 
heads which were the central issue). Obviously 
there are hundreds of satisfied owners with these 
printheads, but precisely because of that it is 
unfortunate that some issues remain.

A separate report on UV-cured printers will be 
issued, our special TRENDs level edition.
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TARGA UV at AMPLA booth.
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AMPLA booth
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The nice DigiFab booth had a DigiHeat transfer machine and StampaJet BP-64 (sticky 
belt textile printer), at the intersection of Ave. 1 and Aisle H.

Totally unexpected heat transfer brands were on exhibit in other booths: not from 
China either. Brands never shown at ITMA; never shown at FESPA or SGIA. We show 
these in the final special FLAAR Report on textile printer (inks and heat transfer 
machines).

Textile printers

DigiFab booth at Serigrafia SIGN Future Textile 2012.
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Several brands were exhibited. If the models are in the booth of a local Brazilian distributor you tend to have a local 
Brazilian brand name. Our main catalog of all known brands of DX5 printheaded printers is in our FLAAR Reports. 
Since 90% of these printers are made in China we make our annotated lists from the huge Chinese expos.

At the recent APPPEXPO Shanghai last week there was a lot of behind the scenes information about new sources 
of latex ink (and new printers to use the new latex ink). Here in Brazil this information has not yet arrived. FLAAR 
Reports will be publishing a complete discussion of the knowledge of the new latex ink (not all made in China, but 
was discretely being discussed

  We are increasingly interested in
•	 Honeycomb	sandwich	material
•	 Aluminum	composite	material
•	 Foamboard	and	comparable

And we make a list of most other kinds of media and substrates for roll-to-roll.

We keep track of the original manufacturers of these materials in Europe (at FESPA) and at 
all the major Chinese printer expos.

Media & Substrates:

DX5 (DX6 and DX7) Printheaded Printers:

Latex Printers:
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Inkjet Inks:

We study

•	 UV-cured	inks
•	 LED-cured	UV	inks
•	 Eco-solvent	inks
•	 Latex	inks
•	 Textile	inks
•	 Reactive	dye
•	 Acid	dye
•	 Disperse	dye
•	 Dye	sublimation
•	 Pigmented	textile	ink
•	 Dye	water-based	ink
•	 Pigmented	water-based	ink

Sam Ink booth.

Here in Serigrafia Sign Future Textil there are dozens of 
ink companies. The ones we know the best are

•	 Inktec
•	 Inkwin
•	 Sam	Ink	
•	 Jetbest

Jetbest logo at Nova Silk booth.

The Inkwin logo is situated, not in the best position,  inside the Way Color booth. 
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Airport reality check:

We have a separate report about what it is like to attend an expo in Sao Paulo. This report begins with our experiences 
(for HOURS) in the airport of Sao Paulo.

Guarulhos Intl airport, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Preview of what will be discussed in the several different TRENDs reports

The present report is a general introduction to a large 
printer expo which is very popular with local Brazil 
people. This PDF is a free download as a part of our 
educational services.

There are separate FLAAR Reports on this printer expo. 
To obtain these you can purchase individual titles, or 
have a Subscription. For example, we write evaluations 
of the venue, or the organization (or lack of organization) 
of most of the leading printer expos around the world. 
Here for the Brazil expo, someone should be asking 
the question, is this primarily a local Brazil expo or an 
international expo? If primarily local, what would it take 
to make it international (or is this realistic)?

In our separate reports we also ask the question about 
the now several other printer expos scheduled for Brazil. 

What will it take for these new expos to succeed? More 
importantly, what it it take them to survive?

Our TRENDs discussion also brings up the surprise 
showing by Xerox? What in the world is Xerox thinking?

Three new UV-cured printers, two each from relatively 
new companies. Never exhibited anywhere else in the 
world. Complete photos in full color and spec sheet on 
these unexpected and very unusual UV-cured printers. 

So if you did not attend this Brazil expo, these separate 
additional FLAAR Reports provide in-depth coverage, 
for UV-cured printers, for inks, for textile printers, and for 
what is going on in the Brazil wide-format inkjet printing 
industry.

General view of Serigrafia Sign Future Textil, 2012.
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Dates for Serigrafia 2013:

If the dates for Serigrafia 2013 are close to the dates for APPPEXPO Shanghai 2013, the Brazil expo can kiss goodbye 
most international attendance. International people (distributors throughout Latin America) tend to need to go to 
APPPEXPO in China. With 14 halls this is the largest signage expo in the world (the Guangzhou expos are next in 
size, in the early Spring).

It is so impractical for two printer expos to be within a few days of each other. This is the perfect way to guarantee 

lower attendance!
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Sao Paulo, Brazil

View from Holiday Inn Hotel Sao Paulo 
Brazil
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The first three days it was quite cold, 12 decrees C (53 degrees F). The Holiday Inn had no heat whatsoever. Thus we 
do not recommend staying in this Holiday Inn.

Plus, the Holiday Inn elevators can’t handle the number of guests in the hotel. And, the emergency stairs lead to a 
sealed area OUTSIDE (SEALED) so on one emergency stairs you are stuck; and if the door closes you can’t get in (or 
out of the fenced in area).

The other emergency stairs also does NOT lead down to the lobby. So if the elevator is full, you are stuck forever 
because you can’t do what is normal in 99% of the other hotels in the world, namely walk downstairs and get some 
good exercise.

Temperature reality check:

Hotels for this expo

Sao Paulo, Brazil..
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 In addition to attending a printer technology expo, many people make a selection of 
what expo to attend (and which expo to skip) based on the attractions (or lack of at-

tractions) of the host city.

So we have a separate report on Sao Paulo as an attraction (and feature its unfortunate 
airport and even more unfortunate major airline brand). But for grafitto, the ones near 
the expo center were as good and potentially better as the grafitto all over Duesseldorf 
for the recent drupa 2012. Since my background is art history and architectural history, 

I enjoy seeing innovative urban grafitto.  
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Textile Reports:

FLAAR Reports 2012

UV-cured ink printer Reports:

Trade show Reports:

Brazil 2012

These higher level reports can be ordered either one by one, or at lower cost if all together in 
a Subscription. Send the corporate name to which you wish the invoice sent; payment is via 
wire transfer to our institute bank account in USA. Then we send the full-color PDFs.  Write 
FrontDesk “at” FLAAR.org.

Plus, if you wish to ask questions directly to Dr Nicholas, once the invoice is covered, we can 
send you the direct e-mail, his Skype, and his direct telephone number so you can ask questions, 
or you can make an appointment to meet him at the next international expo elsewhere in the 
world, and ask your questions in-person.
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